Testing for gene-gene interaction controlling total IgE in families from Barbados: evidence of sensitivity regarding linkage heterogeneity among families.
Genetic heterogeneity has been proposed as a hallmark feature of allergic disease. To test the hypothesis that total IgE levels are jointly influenced by a locus on chromosome 12q21.1-q21.31 and a locus on 17q11.2-q21.2, we conducted multipoint allele-sharing analyses using nonparametric linkage (NPL) methods on Afro-Caribbean families from Barbados to test for evidence of gene-gene interactions. Significant correlations were observed between NPL scores at D12S1052 and both D17S1293 and D17S1299 for a dichotomized phenotype of total IgE. An analysis of family-specific NPL scores revealed that evidence for interaction was being driven largely by one multiplex pedigree (NPL = 12.01, 12.23, and 12.16 at D12S1052, D17S1293, and D17S1299, respectively). Using the programs SIMWALK (v2.0) and GOLD, a different set of haplotypes in this influential family was observed around D12S1052 and the 17q loci compared to the other Barbados pedigrees. Our findings are a classic example of founder effect, provide evidence for sensitivity of this type of linkage analysis to unusual pedigrees, and highlight an element of genetic heterogeneity that has been given little attention in the study of complex traits.